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Ring emission and exciton-pair scattering in semiconductor microcavities
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Polariton microemitters are semiconductor devices that take advantage of the strong coupling of light and
matter to produce efficient optical sources. Injecting an exciton gas into such a semiconductor microcavity can
produce annular optical emission of a specific cone angle. We demonstrate that at higher exciton densities or
temperatures, this ring continuously decreases in diameter due to the greater energy that can be carried off in
exciton-pair scattering processes. These Coulomb-mediated exciton-exciton scatterings are shown to dominate
the polariton relaxation and optical emission.
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Semiconductor microcavities are an example of hete
structures in which the coupling of light and matter can
reengineered to produce quasiparticles with highly distor
dispersion relations. The strong coupling of resonant phot
in a submicron cavity, with confined excitons embedded
the cavity, creates new physics for optical emission fr
condensed matter. In planar semiconductor microcavities
energy trap exists for these exciton polaritons, center
aroundk50 with a narrow momentum width, which is re
sponsible for a number of phenomena. Such a trap dif
from the real-space rf and Penning traps used for ato
condensates, but instead functions as akinetictrap ink space,
which is fed by dissipation of higher-energy particles.

Much recent interest in this field has been generated
the observation that such polariton systems can show ma
nonlinear emission properties when excited by high-ene
nonresonant laser beams.1–3 This interest was further en
hanced by recent reports of bosonic stimulated scatter
polariton amplification,4–6 and laserlike oscillation7–9 when
the polariton trap was excited resonantly at the point of
flection of its dispersion curve. The macroscopic polarit
occupations that result from such stimulated scattering
be harnessed as ultralow threshold emitters, high-gain am
fiers, and as polariton condensates for precision interfer
etry. However, up to the present time, clear evidence
stimulated scattering and laserlike polariton emission has
yet been reported undernonresonantexcitation conditions,
where excess energy must first be lost before capture into
trap.10 It is very important to study the mechanisms by whi
nonresonantly created excitons can drop into an energy
since such mechanisms will determine whetherpolariton la-
sers, free of the restrictions implied by resonant excitatio
can be created.

Here we show that the exciton-exciton Coulomb scat
ing process plays a key role, and that primarily theshapeof
the exciton and polariton dispersions control the relaxat
into the trap. A well-defined and cold exciton population
nonresonantly injected into a III–V microcavity in th
strong-coupling regime. Strong optical emission is obser
in a ring mode, whose angular diameter is determined by
thermal bottleneck condition. As the exciton density is
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creased, the diameter of the ring modecontinuously de-
creases, eventually collapsing to thek50 normal-directed
beam. The ring originates from the maximum energy that
be carried off in a two-exciton pair-scattering process.

The strength of pair scattering between excitons
proved hard to measure in semiconductor heterostructu
Semiconductor microcavities are ideally suited for this as
polariton dispersion relation stretches across in-plane w
vectors that can be directly accessed using different angle
incidence.11 However, relaxation of nonresonantly excite
excitons into polaritons has variously been attributed to s
tering with phonons,1,12,13 upper and lower polaritons,2,14,15

localized states,16,17 and interactions between excitons a
exciton or electron-hole pairs.3,15,18,19The question of how
polaritons emerge from a population of excitons and how
k50 state is subsequently picked out, is of current deba

The III–V microcavity sample contains six InGaAs qua
tum wells ~exciton energyEx(k)5Ex1@\2k2/(2Mx)#, and
effective massMx) in a 3l/2 thick spacer between Brag
reflectors, and has been described in detail elsewhere.4 The
resulting Rabi splitting of the sample,V57 meV at T
510 K, is sufficient to demonstrate polariton condensat
when resonantly pumped at the ‘‘magic’’ angle for energ
momentum-matched polariton scattering (um516.5°).4,8,9

The modified dispersion relation for the polaritons in t
strong-coupling regime forms a polariton trap for lower p
laritons of half width at half maximum depthktrap

5A6«VEx/\c ~for a sample effective dielectric constant
«), and of energy depth,Vtrap5Ex2ELP(k50) shown in
Fig. 1~a!. For zero detuning (D) between the exciton and
cavity mode at normal incidence, this trap depth is equa
half the Rabi splitting,Vtrap5V/2. Under conditions of con-
tinuous wave~CW! nonresonant pumping, an exciton-lik
polariton population~here termed ‘‘excitons’’! builds up at
k@ktrap , which can scatter into polaritons in the trap th
are detected by their emission at different angles. A bot
neck in the scattering process has been seen to arise from
steep dispersion near the edge of the trap that retards ex
relaxation.3,17 We show here that relaxation of the excito
into the trap is thus critically controlled by the temperatu
and density of the exciton population.
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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Nonresonant injection of excitons is typically achieved
pumping microcavities above the stop band of the Bra
mirrors, providing excess energies more than 100 meV ab
the band gap. Relaxation of these excitons by optic pho
emission is very fast (;100 fs), but further cooling by
acoustic emission is much slower. Polariton stability is e
tremely sensitive to high-k excitons and freee-h pairs, which
can ionize polaritons in the trap. To investigate this effec
different pumping scheme is used here to generate a pop
tion of excitons. A tunable CW Ti:sapphire laser is focus
onto a 50 mm spot on the microcavity at anglesu
.20° (kp.ktrap) with photon energies above the lower p
lariton branch. Although the incoming light cannot coup
directly to the polariton branches, the imperfect reflectiv
of the top Bragg mirror allows a fraction of the photo
through, to be absorbed directly by the quantum wells.
cause we find no dependence of our results on either
precise angle of excitation, or on the exact excess en
~pump detuningDp522 to 110 meV relative to the exci-
ton!, this confirms that the excitons absorbed are therm
zed. Further evidence for the complete randomization of
jected momentumkp is provided by the observation that a
emission is circularly symmetric about the sample norma
this regime, in contrast to previous nonthermal resona
pumped polariton emission.9,20 Light is collected at different
angles to the sample normal using a multimode optical fi
in a geometry averaging over60.14°, and analyzed usin
monochromator and nitrogen-cooled CCD detector. Ad
tionally, far-field images of the emission are recorded usin
CCD focused on an image screen placed beyond the sam

At low excitation powers, in the linear emission regim
most light emerges from the sample in a uniform ring at
angle of 23° for a trap depth,Vtrap5215 meV@Fig. 1~b!#.
This ring directly reveals the bottleneck in the rate of ene
relaxation of excitons into the polariton trap. Previous
rings have also been seen caused by elastic Rayleigh sc
ing of the pump6,7 but are thus not influenced by energ
relaxation. Normalizing by the different emission rate at ea

FIG. 1. ~a! In-plane 2D dispersion relation of the polariton tra
showing the range of pump energies.~b! Far-field image of the
annular output emission for negative detuningVtrap5215 meV
when pumped atup530°, Dp51 meV, I p510 mW, at T
510 K. ~c! The exciton-pair scattering process~dashed! producing
the maximum energy lossDE. The dotted line shows subseque
relaxation of the higher-energy exciton.
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angle results in an angular width of the polariton populatio
Du;5°. The measured spectral linewidth corresponds to
actly this range of the dispersion relation. In this low-pow
regime angular emission builds up at the knee of the low
polariton dispersion, always at an energy loss,DE5Ex
2Ering;3 meV below the exciton energy, irrespective
the cavity detuning conditions. Even for pulsed excitation
this near-resonant excitation geometry we observe sim
ring emission behavior.

Above a critical excitation power a regime is observed
which the diameter of the emission ring continuously shrin
~Fig. 2!. The angle of maximum emission drops down t
dispersion curve together with the photon energy of t
emission, while the spectral width at each angle matches
cavity linewidth. Once the angle reaches the magic angleum
strong coherent emission atk50 is simultaneously observe
@seen as the low-energy peaks in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#. This is
caused by the polariton-polariton scattering previou
identified4,9 becoming possible. Above the critical power, th
spectral peak at each angle blueshifts by 0.8 meV, as
served previously for parametric scattering and expec
from the polariton linewidth,21 before slowly red shifting by
up to 1 meV (!Vtrap) as the power is further increased. Th
extracted polariton occupation at different points along

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra at emission angles f
12–20° plotted on a log scale, for increasing input pump pow
and normalized by each cavity emission rate. The pump is tune
1.459 eV (Dp521 meV, D5215 meV), up520°. Insets: Far-
field emission images, showing the transmitted pump atup and the
annular emission. The attenuation on the detector is varied to a
saturation.
9-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 073309
dispersion curve~normalized by input power! is plotted at
increasing pump powers in Fig. 3, and directly shows
strong increase in emission together with the shrinking r
diameter. This behavior contrasts with that for small cav
detunings~producing shallow polariton traps! that show only
a broad suppression of polariton occupation below the n
of the trap, that is washed out simultaneously at allk with
increasing excitation~where screening leads to collapse
the strong coupling!.3,18 Here the lack of significant renor
malization of the dispersion curves as a function of pow
@Fig. 3~c!# is due to the small amount of light that tunne
into the cavity to be absorbed as excitons. This is confirm
by direct observation of the persistence of the Rabi splitt
between upper and lower polaritons, and also from the l
of emission from the excitonlike upper polariton, showi
that the system remains in the strong-coupling regime.

This behavior is evidence of exciton-pair scattering fro
a thermalized distribution at temperatureT. Maximum en-
ergy loss is produced by two excitons at average wave v
tors k̄ mutually scattering via the Coulomb interaction lea
ing one neark50 and the other at 2k̄ @Fig. 1~c!#. The energy
loss is thus

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of polariton occupation~normal-
ized by the pump power! as the pump power atup530° increases
from 0.3 mW to 300 mW on~a! log and ~b! linear scales.~c!
Measured dispersion relation, together with the extracted angles
energies for the ring emission.~d! Equatorial strips of the far-field
angular-emission distribution as the temperature increasesI p

540 mW showing onset and collapse of lasing atk50. ~e,f! En-
ergy lossDE of the dominant polariton emission below that of th
exciton, vs~e! pump power and~f! temperature. The solid line
follow the simple theory described in the text.
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proportional to the incident laser power as found experim
tally @Fig. 3~e!#. The fit is obtained with pump-spot diamete
50 mm, exciton nonradiative lifetime 150 ps, and top mirr
transmission t5231022, producing carrier densitiesNx
;1010 cm22, below the threshold for exciton saturatio
The preference for ring emission is aided by rapid retherm
ization of the excitons that end up in high-energy states@Fig.
1~c!#. The previously suggested exciton-pair scattering i
an upper and lower polariton14 is much weaker due to the
minimal density of final states in comparison.

Further support for this model is provided by the tempe
ture dependence of the ring emission@Fig. 3~d!, I p
540 mW]. The dispersion relation alters by less than 20
for T,70 K, producing minimal direct effect on the emis
sion. However, as the average wave vector occupiedk̄
5AMxkBT/\ increases, the maximum energy loss,DE
5kBT increases linearly@Fig. 3~f!#, matching the observa
tions with no fit parameters. An acoustic phonon model p
dicts the opposite dependence on the lower polarito
branch.12,15 Detailed microscopic calculations integratin
over all possible exciton-exciton scattering processes re
the same qualitative features as presented here, provi
strong evidence that polariton relaxation is indeed contro
by scattering of exciton pairs. For 45 K,T,65 K clear
lasing from the bottom of the trap atk50 is observed. How-
ever, at higher temperatures we expect the reverse pair
tering process to ionize polaritons out of the trap via hig
energy excitons, which indeed prevents lasing forT.65 K.
As the cavity detuning is reduced, the polariton trap becom
shallower and it becomes possible for exciton-pair scatte
at low temperatures and densities to populate angles be
um . Subsequent parametric polariton scattering is th
strong, bypassing the regime of ring emission, and yield
lasing at lower temperatures. Thus the buildup of polarito
in the trap is extremely sensitive to occupation atk states
beyond 2k̄, and the depth of the trap.

While the qualitative description from exciton-pair sca
tering fits the data well, we observe an additional compon
to the energy lossDE53 meV, independent ofNx , T, and
the microcavity detuningD. An initial energy loss can arise
from several mechanisms: resonant localized excito
acoustic phonon emission, or nonthermalized excitons.
calized excitons are present 2.5 meV below the excito20

however, their energies do not shift substantially with occ
pation. The maximum acoustic phonon wave vector emit
by two-dimensional~2D! excitons is determined by th
quantum well widthL, k'52p/L providing a maximum the-
oretical energy loss of 2 meV independent ofNx ,T.12,15 We
also note that this 3-meV energy loss is somew
universal,3,17 and close to half the Rabi splitting. Thus th
remaining contribution to the energy relaxation beyond
exciton-pair scattering remains unresolved.

In the simplest picture,pair scattering from an incoheren
exciton population should present aquadraticpower depen-
dence. The emission intensity at each angle rises much fa

nd
9-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 073309
than this, approaching the exponential enhancement expe
from stimulated scattering@Fig. 4~a!#. However, because th
ring diameter is simultaneously shrinking, we also meas
the total emitted power in the coneuuu,up , at a temperature
that preventsk50 lasing@Fig. 4~b!#. This also shows a su
perlinear power dependence (}Nx

1.6) implying more than one
particle is involved in the relaxation into polaritons, ho
ever, the dependence is now sub-quadratic. These mea
ments show that power scaling atspecific anglescannot be
used to infer the number of scattering particles.18 Further
evidence for the key role of high-k excitons for pair scatter
ing is found in the strong temperature dependence of
total emission@Fig. 4~c!, corresponding to Fig. 3~d!#. Expo-
nentially enhanced thermal population of higher-k states
leads to enhanced relaxation into the polariton trap, until
T.65 K ionization out of the trap takes over, drastica
curtailing the emission.

Spectral line narrowing is not observed as the r

FIG. 4. ~a! Intensity emitted at each angle as the pump pow
increases~same conditions as Fig. 2!. Also plotted are linear
~dashed!, quadratic~dotted!, and exponential~dash dotted! depen-
dencies.~b,c! Total output emission collected over anglesuuu,up

530° as a function of~b! pump power and~c! temperature.
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shrinks, and the emission at different azimuthal ang
around the ring remains incoherent~no interference can b
detected between opposite sides of the annulus, and
speckle is observed!. Since many azimuthal modes exist f
an Airy ring atu, each mode occupation is too low to rea
threshold for lasing. The exception to this is the singlek
50 mode, which is macroscopically populated when the r
is less thanum . This occurs for shallow traps, with sma
cavity detuningsD.2(V/2),3 hence rings are only ob
served forD,2(V/2). We emphasize the sensitivity of p
lariton relaxation to occupation of excitons at\k.AMxV
that may account for discrepancies with different method
exciton production. However, the situation for nonreson
excitation in II–VI microcavities appears qualitatively sim
lar to our observations.17

In summary, we have observed clear annular emis
from semiconductor microcavities pumped with a cold ex
ton gas. At low-excitation powers, excitons outside the
lariton trap scatter into a momentum-space ring due to
bottleneck in relaxation rate. As the temperature or pu
power is increased, the largest characteristic exciton mom
tum increases causing a decrease in the ring diameter
eventually lasing/condensation at the bottom of the polar
trap. Strong evidence for pair scattering is provided by
agreement of experiment with a simple theory based on
occupation of the quadratic exciton dispersion. Such dyn
ics is expected to shed light on polariton lasing, leading
improved light emitters.
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